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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE PERIODIC permanent magnet (PPM) structure is most widely used for focusing the electron beam in linear beam tubes such as klystrons and traveling-wave tubes (TWTs). The PPM structure is an assembly of axially magnetized ringshaped magnets separated by soft-iron pole pieces, as shown in Fig. 1 . A critical step involved in the design of a PPM structure is the analysis of the structure to estimate the axial magnetic field which confines the electron beam [1] , [2] . In the late 1950s, researchers used design charts based on estimated permeances of various flux paths with suitable empirical and experimental factors for the design of the PPM structure [1] - [3] . Chang et al. [3] neglected the flux path outside the PPM structure, which was later taken into account by Sterzer and Sickanowicz [1] for a more accurate estimation of the magnetic field in a PPM stack. Although the method is quite accurate, it is limited to specific PPM structures with the magnet inner radius (r m1 ) equal to the ferrule outer radius (r f 2 ) and the magnet outer radius (r m2 ) equal to the pole-piece outer radius (r 3 ) (Fig. 1) [1] . However, almost all PPM focusing structures used in linear beam tubes are structurally more complex and do not follow the aforementioned restrictions. For example, for most helix TWTs, the magnet inner radius is very close to the ferrule outer radius (r m1 ∼ r f 2 ), but for coupled cavity TWTs with integral pole pieces, the magnet inner radius is much higher than the ferrule outer radius. In most cases, the outer radius of the magnet is also not equal to the outer radius of the pole piece. Some designers prefer to use indented pole pieces with the pole-piece outer radius being less than the magnet outer radius to obtain a higher axial field [4] . However, this is not very attractive from a thermal design point of view, as it requires an interface material between the tube body and the base plate, which increases the thermal resistance. Hence, some designers prefer a pole-piece extension over the magnet outer radius. Although it is magnetically less efficient, it is thermally a better structure and also very attractive for magnetic field tuning using iron shims at the time of hot testing [5] . Some designers prefer to use pole pieces with ferrules, and some use ferruleless structures. The method presented here takes into account all of these variants of the PPM structure. The availability of fast digital computers with large memory capacity have helped researchers to analyze these complex PPM structures using the finite difference method (FDM) or finite element method (FEM) for the accurate estimation of magnetic fields. These methods are capable of analyzing structures with linear as well as nonlinear magnetic material properties [4] , [6] . Although these methods are being used very successfully for analysis, they require large computational memory and time and, hence, are not very suitable for design iterations.
Chang et al. reported a first-pass PPM-stack design software based on permeance calculation in all possible flux paths, but details are not available [7] . Furthermore, the problem of 0018-9383/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE pole-piece saturation, although mentioned by several authors [1] , [4] , [5] , has not been addressed in previous works.
The method presented in this paper estimates the axial magnetic field inside the PPM structure with the consideration of permeance in all possible flux paths. The present method also estimates the maximum flux density in the soft-iron pole pieces to guide the designer in optimizing the pole-piece thickness t p to avoid saturation. The axial magnetic field obtained by using the present analytical method is compared with FEM simulated and measured results, and the results show very good agreement.
II. THEORY

A. Analysis of Various Forms of PPM Structures
As shown in Fig. 1 , the PPM stack consists of ring magnets and iron pole pieces. An actual PPM structure typically has more than 25 PPM cells. Neglecting the end effects and taking advantage of periodicity and symmetry, the analysis of a half-period PPM cell is sufficient. Each half-period is exactly identical to the next half-period with a change of polarity only. There are a number of flux paths for magnetic flux in a PPM structure. The PPM structure in its simplest form [i.e., with magnet inner radius = ferrule outer radius and pole-piece outer radius = magnet outer radius, Fig. 2(a) ] has three flux paths P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 as presented by Sterzer and Sickanowicz [1] .
Practical PPM structures are more complex as discussed earlier and have more flux paths as shown in Fig. 2 (b) (when the pole-piece outer radius is larger than the magnet outer radius) and Fig. 2 (c) (when the pole-piece outer radius is less than the magnet outer radius). The computation of the magnetic field is only accurate if the permeances of all possible flux paths are taken into consideration.
The permeances for the first three paths (P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 ) are common to all three variants of PPM structures and are calculated by using the approach presented by Sterzer and Sickanowicz [1] , which is reproduced in Appendix.
For the PPM structure shown in Fig. 2 (b), there are two additional flux paths with permeances P 4 and P 5 , where
(1)
where r m1 is the magnet inner radius, r f 2 is the ferrule outer radius, r 3 is the pole-piece outer radius, r m2 is the magnet outer radius, and T is the magnet thickness. The total permeance of the magnetic circuit shown in Fig. 2 (b) is then
For the structure with an indented pole piece [i.e., pole-piece outer radius less than the magnet outer radius as in Fig. 2 (c)], permeance P 5 is not considered, and permeance P 3 is modified due to the indentation of the pole piece. In this case, P 3 will see two identical permeances P 6 in series from both sides of the (b) Possible flux paths in a PPM structure with the magnet inner radius greater than the ferrule outer radius and the magnet outer radius lesser than the polepiece outer radius. (c) Possible flux paths in a PPM structure with the magnet inner radius greater than the ferrule outer radius and the magnet outer radius greater than the pole-piece outer radius. magnet, where those two permeances themselves are in parallel. For the case of a small indentation in the pole pieces
where t p is the pole-piece thickness. Then, the modified permeance of flux path P 3 is
Therefore, for the indented pole-piece case, the total permeance of the magnetic circuit is
In the case of a ferruleless PPM structure, the pole-piece thickness t p is uniform throughout, from the pole-piece inner radius (which is equal to the ferrule inner radius r f 1 ) to the pole-piece outer radius r 3 . The modification to the aforementioned formulations is then straightforward, with permeance P 1 calculated by replacing the gap length (g) with the magnet thickness (T ).
The total permeance may be determined using the aforementioned equations for all types of PPM structures. The load line slope (K) is given as
where A is the cross-sectional area of the magnet. The operating point of the magnet is determined from the intercept point (H d , B d ) between the load line and the demagnetization characteristics of the magnetic material used [1] . The operating point can be determined irrespective of whether the demagnetization characteristics of the permanent magnet are linear or nonlinear. Hence, the methodology is equally applicable for magnets with linear as well as nonlinear demagnetization characteristics. However, for magnets with linear demagnetization characteristics, the coordinate of the intercept point may be simply expressed as
where B r and H c are the retentivity and coercivity of the magnetic material, respectively. Then, the axial magnetic field of the infinite stack can be obtained as in [1] 
where I 0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of zeroth order, L is the full magnet period, and
Using (9), it is possible to obtain the on-axis (r = 0) as well as the off-axis axial magnetic field for all types of PPM structures from the dimensional details of the PPM structure. Conversely, given the required magnetic field to focus an electron beam, the dimensions of the PPM structure can be obtained using the aforementioned equations.
The aforementioned equations assume that the soft-iron pole piece of the PPM structure has infinite permeance. This assumption is reasonable when the pole pieces work well below the saturation flux density of the soft-iron pole-piece material. To ensure this condition, it is necessary to compute the maximum flux density inside the pole piece, which should be well below the saturation flux density of the pole-piece material.
B. Estimation of Critical Dimensions of Pole Pieces to Avoid Magnetic Saturation
There are two specific regions in the pole piece where the maximum flux density occurs and may lead to pole piece saturation. The most vulnerable region (region 1) is the thin cylindrical surface in the pole piece with a radius closest to the magnet inner radius r m1 . This is because all the fluxes for permeance paths P 1 , P 2 , and P 4 pass through this surface, and the total flux in these three paths is high by design. The other region is the ferrule (region 2), as the optimum design dictates the reduction of ferrule thickness to the maximum extent.
The total flux generated by the magnet is
The flux going inside the PPM structure is
Hence, the maximum estimated flux density in region 1 is
and similarly, for region 2
The maximum flux density in the pole piece and ferrule may be estimated using (12) and (13). It is also possible to obtain the critical thickness of the pole piece and ferrule, at which the maximum flux density becomes equal to the saturation flux density of the pole-piece material. Pole-piece and ferrule thicknesses should be chosen at least 30% more than this critical thickness to avoid magnetic saturation.
III. SIMULATION
The axial magnetic field for the PPM structures discussed previously is also obtained using the FEM simulation software ANSYS [8] for comparison. For all the structures, only 2-D axisymmetric analysis is carried out, taking advantage of azimuthal symmetry. As explained earlier, taking advantage of periodicity, only half of a magnetic period (axial length L/2) is modeled and analyzed with a flux-parallel boundary condition at the middle of the pole piece. The radial-direction boundary is extended to a very long distance (approximately ten times the outer radius of the magnet) to emulate a far field boundary. For the iron pole pieces, the B-H characteristics are provided to the simulation, and for magnets, the demagnetization characteristics are entered as a material property. The magnetic field is obtained by using the magnetic vector potential technique.
IV. RESULTS
To validate the present theory, results are presented for two of the most common types of PPM structures. The first structure, structure I, contains ferrules, and the second, structure II, is ferruleless. The dimensions of the two structures are given in Table I .
The magnet material is samarium cobalt (SmCo 5 ), which has a linear demagnetization characteristic with retentivity (Br) 8500 Gauss and coercivity (H C ) 8000 Oersted. The pole-piece material is soft iron, and its B-H characteristic is shown in Fig. 3 .
As discussed earlier, practical PPM structures may have indented or extended pole pieces. To check the usefulness of the present theory, the axial peak magnetic field is computed using the present theory and compared with the FEM-simulated result for various values of r ext (difference between pole-piece outer radius and magnet outer radius) for both structures I and II (Fig. 4) .
In Fig. 4 , computed I and II are the results using the present theory, computed Ia and IIa are the computed results without considering permeances P 5 and P 6 , and simulated I and II are the simulated results, all for structures I and II, respectively. As seen from Fig. 4 , the computed results using the present theory match the simulated results very well. However, computed results without considering flux paths P 5 and P 6 (computed Ia and IIa in Fig. 4) show increasing error as the absolute value of r ext increases. For example, if the pole-piece outer radius is 1 mm more (i.e., 13% more in the case of structure I and 16% more for structure II) than the magnet outer radius, the axial peak field error is nearly 20% for structure I and 24% for structure II. Similarly, if the pole-piece outer radius is 1 mm less (i.e., 13% less in the case of structure I and 16% less for structure II) than the magnet outer radius, the axial peak field error is nearly 8% for both cases. However, the computed result using the present theory shows a maximum error of less than 3% compared to the simulated result. Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows that the error in the estimation of peak axial magnetic field increases monotonically if flux path P 4 [ Fig. 2(b) and (c)] is not considered in the computation. However, the consideration of flux path P 4 in the present theory makes the prediction of the axial field very accurate (maximum error is less than 2% in comparison with simulated result) irrespective of the value of magnet inner radius.
In all the aforementioned computations using the present theory, the pole-piece material is assumed to have infinite permeability. The present formulation is not capable of considering the nonlinear B-H characteristics of the pole-piece material; however, it is capable of predicting the onset of saturation as the pole-piece or ferrule thickness is reduced while optimizing a design. Hence, the present method can be used for a design tradeoff of pole-piece or ferrule thickness as shown in the following results.
In Fig. 6 , the variation of the peak axial magnetic field with pole-piece thickness is presented. FEM-simulated results are presented for both linear as well as nonlinear B-H characteristics of the soft-iron pole-piece material. FEM-simulated results 1a and 2a are with nonlinear B-H characteristics, and 1b and 2b are with linear B-H characteristics with assumed relative permeability of 5000. As expected, the computed results match very well with the simulated results when the B-H characteristic is linear; however, simulated peak fields with nonlinear B-H characteristics show a deviation from the computed results which increases as the pole-piece thickness reduces beyond a critical thickness. Fig. 7 shows the computed [using (12)] and simulated maximum flux densities inside the pole piece for varying pole-piece thicknesses. In practice, the simulated flux density will not be uniform in the entire pole piece at the magnet inner radius r m1 , and the average value has been taken here for comparison. Here, again, the computed maximum flux density shows very good agreement with the FEM-simulated result. From this computation, the critical pole-piece thickness can be obtained at which the computed maximum flux density becomes the saturation flux density of the soft-iron material (i.e., 20 000 G). For structure I, it is 1 mm, and for structure II, it is 0.6 mm, as shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 6 correspondingly shows that the simulated axial peak field (with nonlinear B-H characteristics) starts deviating from the computed values below the critical thickness. The designed pole-piece thickness should be taken sufficiently larger (normally more than 30%) than this critical thickness to ensure that the pole pieces operate in the linear region (i.e., the computed maximum flux density in the iron pole piece should be less than 15 000 G). This will reduce the impact on the resultant magnetic field due to material and manufacturing nonuniformities in the pole pieces.
Likewise, there is a critical thickness of ferrules in ferruled PPM structures below which the ferrule becomes magnetically saturated (Fig. 8) . In the present case (structure I), this critical thickness is 0.35 mm. The designed ferrule thickness should be much larger than this value to avoid saturation. Some designers prefer to use ferruleless structures to avoid this problem altogether.
Two PPM structures were fabricated per the dimensions given in Table I . The first structure is a ferruled structure per the dimensions of structure I but with a minor modification of the pole-piece extension, with pole-piece outer radius equal to 8.1 mm, and the second structure is a ferruleless structure per the structure II dimensions but with a minor modification of pole-piece indentation, with pole-piece outer radius equal to 5.4 mm.
The axial field profile was measured for the aforementioned two structures using a Gauss meter probe, and the results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 . The results presented here are from one PPM cell (half-period) in the middle of a many-cell PPM structure.
Figs. 9 and 10 again show that the computed axial fields for both the structures (ferruled with extended pole piece and ferruleless with indented pole piece) match very well with the FEM-simulated fields as well as the measured results, with a maximum error of less than three percent. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an analytical formulation for an accurate computation of the axial magnetic field was presented. The method was versatile enough to accurately compute the axial magnetic field for almost all popular variants of PPM structures and hence eliminated the requirement of time-consuming FEM or FDM analysis for design. As the method was based on an analytical approach and took only a few seconds for each run, design optimization can be done quickly using the present method. An estimation of the critical thickness for avoiding saturation in pole pieces as well as ferrules can be done, which helps the designer to optimize these thicknesses for the reduction of size and weight of the PPM structure. A limitation of the present method is that the accurate estimation of the axial magnetic field is only possible for an infinite-length PPM structure or in the middle region of a long finite-length PPM structure. This is because the present approach does not consider end effects.
APPENDIX
The expressions for the calculation of permeances for the flux paths P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 [ Fig. 2(a) ] are presented here using the approach presented by Sterzer and Sickanowicz [1] .
where g is the gap length between ferrules
where
and I 0 and I 1 are modified Bessel functions of the first kind of zeroth and first orders, respectively. Finally
and K 0 and K 1 are modified Bessel functions of the second kind of zeroth and first orders, respectively. For the PPM structure analyzed by Sterzer and Sickanowicz [ Fig. 2(a) ], the total permeance is given by
Then, using (7)-(9), the axial magnetic field for this PPM structure can be calculated. 
